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II.-COMPOSITION, NOT SUFFIXATION: II.-COMPOSITION, NOT SUFFIXATION: 

THE COMPARATIVE AND SUPERLATIVE. 

I. There can be no question that the double types of com- 
parative and surperlative represented by 7rp6repos and Lat. prior, 
by Lat. inlumus and Wosaror, had already become productive, and 
been allocated to their special functional uses in the proethnic 
period. Accordingly, when one would examine them in the 
hope of ascertaining the etymology of the suffixes, he may only 
hope to attain success in his search by finding linguistic waifs 
and strays liable to transparent analysis and to precise definition. 
Here there is ever the danger that the waifs and strays submitted 
to analysis may turn out to be neologisms rather than archaisms. 

The superlative in -tmmos. 
2. It is now some years since I analyzed these as originally 

ordinals, and still earlier fractionals (cf. Whitney, Skr. Gr.' 
? 488), and I defined -tmmos as 'pars'. This analysis still seems 
to me sound, and I still have no hesitation in defining Skr. 
trinifatamd-s = Lat. iri[n]censimus by 'triginta <partium una> 
pars' (cf. C1. Rev. 20, 254). We realize from English forepart 
"first <= foremost> in time or place" how Sanskrit pra- 
thamd-s ' foremost' may, exceptis excipiendis, as genuinely 
contain the ordinal suffix -lama- (cf. prathama-bhdj- 'prima- 
parte-fruens') as does trinifat-tamd-s ' tricesimus'. The possi- 
bility of the spread of -tmmo-s 'pars' to use with superlatives is 
also revealed by the boast of Aeneas, "quorum pars magna fui". 
In construction, the fractional-ordinal touched the comparative, 
cf. Plautus, Cp. 421, me hau centesumam I partem laudat quam 
ipse meritust ut laudetur laudibus. In every distribution of a 

group of three we might have three superlative ordinals, a 
primus and an ultimus, with an intervening medioxumus. 

1 The th of prathamd-, even though Indo-Iranian, has spread from catur-thd-s 

'4th' as I shall show below. The syncretic explanation from pre-Aryan 
*pratha- +prama- advanced by Bartholomae in IF. 22, q6 seq. scarcely differs 
from my suggestion in C1. Rev., 1. c., fn. 3. Cf. rrporo,u' forepart, prow'. 
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3. I also explained as archaic waifs and strays Latin maritumus 
and finitumus, aeditumus and legilumus finding therein the 
sense of 'cutting' (: ritveL) and of 'keeping, guarding' (: ra,las- 

'divider, dispenser; keeper'); and I now find similar belated 
survivals in Skr. rayintama-s, a nonce-epithet of Soma in the 
Rig Veda, which = rayimz-tama-s 'opem-dividens', for as wine 
maketh the heart strong,l so to the Vedic poet Soma maketh 
rich. Soma is also called characteristically madintama-s, and 
this may mean 'joy-dispensing'.' With these Sanskrit forms 
exhibiting an accusatival first member we may compare Homeric 
86v-rara 'rectissime'. This would mean, to start with *1Ovv- 

Ta/LOr, '( Bv [o'ov] r'T{vv '; but, if we call in question the prevail- 
ing dogma that -rapior3 yielded to -ra7ro because of the numeral 

type of 8sKaros, Iv vraror, it may have meant 'rectum [tenorem] 
tentus '. 

Non-comparative forms in -tcros. 
4. Before proceeding to study the comparative type proper we 

can safely remove from the list several of the exceptional words: 
a) Skr. dhenustarz 'cow losing her milk' is a compound of 

the rosmarinus tye = dhenu[s]qtarl 'vaccasterilis' (cf. starz-s 
'vacca sterilis '). 

b) Lat. matertera 'stepmother' is a similar complex from 
*malersterd(y) 'mater sterilis', the non-nursing mother. In 
the group -rst- the reduction to -ri- was proethnic (see ? 39). 

c) Skr. arvalari 'mula' I explain as the product of (i) *afvd- 
sfarf 'equa sterilis', and (2) a secondary *afva[s]star4a-s' mulus '. 
From the false division of (2) as *afvas-tard-s (i) was refash- 
ioned to *afvdtari, whence (3), afvatarZ ' mula' and (4), a va- 
tard-s 'mulus'. This method of ridding stari- of its s- is not as 
complicated as the statement would lead one to think, but at 
least a passing reference to movable s- (cf. Skr. tar-as 'stellae', 
tala ' sidus': str-bhis 'stellabus') may be made. 

I Cf. Horace, c. 3, 21, 18, virisque et addis cornua pauperi I post te neque 
iratos trementi I regum apices neque militum arma. 

2The compv. madiAtaras is a hapax and probably only a counterterm to 
madiii-tamas. 

3 The confix -rafuog is perhaps retained in iroratu6C (? for 7ro[ro]-raiof), which, 
among other possibilities, may be interpreted as ' drink-dispensing 

' (' Trink- 
bescherend') or as 'water-cut'; or, with unoriginal accent, as 'qui maxime 
bibit'-of the river as the drinker-up of its confluents, the ocean of the rivers 
(see addendum, p. 427). Add iraai6u, orig. ='qui maxime it'. 
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d) Homeric EXdv,Jrepov 'jre may also be dismissed as not signifi- 
cantly exceptional, even though Schulze (Qu. Ep. 302) would 
render by 'fast so schwarz wie', for L.ang-Leaf-M) ers do entire 

justice to v6re when they render by " seemeth ever blacker, even 
as pitch ". 

5. But certain Homeric compounds remain that seem to me to 
reveal -rcpoS in a quite definite meaning, to wit: 

e) dyp6-repos. 
In 4 486 we have dyporepar AXadqovr, which I am constrained to 

believe means 'field-faring does' (-rlpos: Skr. t1drati 'crosses, 
pierces, fares'), especially in view of Hesiod, Sc. 407, aiyos opEr- 

ativoIov dayporTepqr ;droto = - capri montivagi vel agri-transeuntis 
cervae', and here I am reminded of the English bird-name 

fieldfare. Especial mention may be made of Artemis 'AypoTipa - 
Diana ' Trift-iiberschreitende '.' 

f) ope oTepor. 

At K 212, Butcher and Lang render by "mountain-bred" (of 
wolves; of a mountain snake, X 93), though " mountain-faring " 
is etymologically exacter. Both OpfEarpoS and dypdrepoP-to which 

the 8qroTrepos ofApollonius Rhodius is a quite artificial counter- 

term-may be properly regarded as hunting terms, as to which 
see the collection of Usener (Gotternamen, p. 3I8), who has 

gathered up a list of German hunting words to exhibit the 
archaic <and freshly metaphoric> nature of technical words. 

6. There remains one Homeric curiosum more, viz: 

g) BOeCTrep (hapax at v, I I). 
This word qualifies ovpaL and the pair describe the gates 

whereby the gods enter. If the form were *&OTEpaL there would 

be no doubt that we had before us a bahuvrihi compound mean- 

ing 'entered-by-the-gods ' (cf. the Greek examples of the /qTrpo- 

KTOPOS type in Wheeler, Gr. nom. acc., p. 44). For the e-vocalism 

of (OEc)-rTpaL we may compare KnKoFEpyos, which is not, however, a 

I I am not unaware of all the much ado about nothing substantial that has 
been made for a dozen years past touching the definition of a,ro- by' Trift'. 
But the definition of 6aypo6 by ' chace', which is all that the present situation 

admits, needs no further proof than the citation of the following lemmata from 
the Etym. Mag.: 

iypo'CS rapa riv a7ypav, ?v dJ yiverat < ' aypa>. 

&aypa' 70 rpa . . 7eyovrat 6e 7rrn0vvTIczOw rt ai ol r6rroi <?v olc 7 O0pa 

yiverat>. 
ayp6gc' 6 Eo ,r6;ewS X6poc. 
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bahuvrihi compound. Yet, on the whole, I do not doubt that 
ECOrepat is to be regarded as a comparative wherein fOEwrpor does 

duty for OeLorepos ' divinior'. In Latin, fores divinae would 
excite no surprise forfores deorum. 

7. To the best of my knowledge the e-vocalism is rare in 
compounds whose second member is a verbal derivative (nomen 
agentis in -o-). It is not rare, save as composition at all is rare, 
in Latin, where Plautus has armi-ger-o-,' morigero-,furcifero- 
and pedisequo-, cf. agricola, which may be for *agriquela, and 
post-Plautine caelicola, if from *caeliquela, is matched by Skr. divi- 
cara- (ca = ke) ' sky-goer ', cf. dhanva-card-s ' desert-faring'. If 
the o-vocalism lived in Latin it is rare. From busti-rapo- urbicapo-, 
in conjunction with the e-forms already given, it is safe to say for 
Latin that the vocalism of the present tense was usually reflected 
in the nomina agentis in o-. In Greek, on the other hand, the 
e/o alternation was cherished-if not greatly exaggerated-as a 
formative device. But even in the proethnic time the influence 
of the present of the verb over the noun is not to be gainsaid 
(cf. Brugmann, Gr.2 II. I, p. 155), so that -toro-s 'faring' may 
even then have yielded its vocalism in favor of *Iereti ' fares' (cf. 
Lat. viam terit). Confusion of the vocalism of the toro- type 
(Skr. idra-) and of the teres- type (Skr. lards-) may also be 
pleaded. 

h) fIjTrepos, vtirEpoS. 

In these formations, as in Latin noster and vester, the suffix 
-repov has no function except to mark contrast. This was no 
original force of -repo-, but contrast is implicit in meum and tuum 
as, to take an example, contrast is implicit in fore and aft. So it 
was that the contrast implicit in the stem-part of 7rpo-rTpov and 
vo-TrpoS became enough associated with the suffix -repoS to cause 
the development of vue'rfpos and epirepoS at the cost of v`oS and dady. 

See also ? 9. 
The Comparative confix -tero-. 

8. It may be easily shown, I think, to all persons not wedded 
to the algebraic process whereby -repo- is reckoned as the sum of 
to- + ero (see Fay, Class. Rev. 20, 255 and fn. i), how -tero- 
developed into a comparative suffix. Characteristic for Homer 

1 Homeric oTX6Trepot attests, at least, an informal division of troops into 
iuniores and seniores, but the name o6rio6repot may have come by dissimilation 
from *6O7rrreXot = armigeri'. Or has 6Onrrepot a sexual significance, cf. ? 55, 
fn., and note Aristophanic rro6a6v puellus '. 
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is T7rppor To AvOpworoL tor which Capelle-Seiler offer the unconsciously 
etymological rendering Vorfahren; children of a prior marriage 
are 'fore-going' (7rporepoL); 7rporepoJv Iap is the 'preceding day'; 
rrpodrpos yeverf is precedent in birth'; npo'rporL rdaoe 'the fore(going) 
feet'. The contrasting term is m-repor, used in Homer with 

aE'0v, LKcro, etpL, and in the phrase ye'c voaTrpoSs 'in birth succedent'. 
Just as characteristically-if not so predominantly-combined 
with verbs of notion is pratardm (adverb only) in the Rig 
Veda (see Grassmann, Wtbch., s. v. i). A definition apt for 

,rporepos and pratardm is certainly applicable to proethnic *pro- 
tero-s ' prae-cedens '. 

9. One has but to inspect the Homeric examples for 7rpoTrpo to 
see how the idea of comparison-contrast, if one will-lies 

implicit in the contexts; and our awkward English the former 
(illi) and the latter (hi) reveal the semantic adaptability of the 
suffix -tero- for application to pronoun words like Lat. alter and 
iterum (: Skr. ilaras). 

io. An interesting passage for the illustration of the spread of 
the suffix may be excerpted from the Iliad, I 587: 

wro27o6v yap Ey6 ye veurep6r El/t 
aelo avaf MevEXae, ai deJ rp6repoC Kat apEipov. 

590 Kpatr6VTepof tiEv y6p re v6of, XeTrvT Ec re y/rl, 

where TrporepoC, short for 7rpdTpoo yevej, reveals the raison d'&tre of 
V'TE(po ( younger', and Kpatrnvodrpor (cf. KrcTEpos) suffers the resto- 
ration of the sense of 'swift-rushing'. Similarly Skr. rathi-, 
which is a compound of *rat(h)a- (? = a) + -i- 'going', forms a 

'compound' rathitara-s <'as> charioteer-coursing', cf. rath- 
dmttard-s (proper name) 'wagon-faring'(?), like patahmgl-s 
' wing-going' (= bird), patam- being accus. (? instrum.) of a root 
noun pat-, cf. -7T-,- (loc.) in Greek (? 62, a); also the triple stem- 
matism of KXido, KXaS;, a cX, \tev. 

1. In Sanskrit, -tara-s is sometimes ambiguous, and it may 
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err in its definition, no other supposition is tenable. The same 
definition of -ero- may be realized in Latin terrestris (if derived 
from *ti-res-tro-), Nemestrznus (if from nemes-tro-), palusiris 
(if from palud-tro-), etc. (see Brugmann, Gr.2 II. i, 327). 

The Superlative in -i-stho-s. 

13. There can be no doubt, I repeat, that the suffixes of com- 
parison represented in Greek by the terminations -iwv- and -lcfror 
had started on their course of productivity in the proethnic period. 
This is shown by pairs like Skr. dfZydAs-: Lat. ocior, afi.thas: 
Gr. SKtrro0. Nevertheless, the functions of the comparative and 

superlative in Vedic Sanskrit seem more archaic than any func- 
tions that linguistic comparisons enable us to restore for the 
proethnic types. In Sanskrit, I seem to see the individual trees, 
but looking further back, only the general blurr of a thicket; and 
I believe Delbrueck's conclusion (ai. Synt., p. 191, cf. also 
Giintert in IF. 27, 5) to be absolutely sound, viz: that the forms 
in -zyas- and -iqtha- originally stood in relation to verbal roots- 
were participials (I do not mean participles)-and acquired 
adjective function subsequently. Save a few confirmatory relics 
found elsewhere, it is only on Sanskrit data that this conclusion 
can be based. 

14. The failure sooner to realize that these " suffixes " are an 
outgrowth from compounds is due, I suppose, to the mistaken 
resolution of -i-qtha-s (" superlative ") into -is- (in gradation with 
the (-`)yd(n)s- of the "comparative ") + -tho-. 

I5. To begin with an abrupt statement of the explanation I 
wish to present, I divide this "suffix " as -i-qtha-s, wherein -i- is 
a locative ending belonging to a root-noun, used as an infinitive, 
and -stha-s our familiar compounding member which means 
'stans' or, in English,' standing, steady'. 

x6. Nobody needs to be told that for the Vedas the name 
"superlative" is, in the main, a misnomer, as these forms are 
normally only elatives, spoken of one who possesses a quality in 
a high degree. We can realize in English how a steady drinker, 
one regular at his cups, becomes considered a great drinker, one 
characterized by drinking. 

I7. Availing myself of Delbrueck's material I now propose to 
analyze some half-a-dozen examples-e quibus omnia discas. I 
begin with: 

a) hdni-qtha-s "am heftigsten schlagend (Vrtram)" which 
28 
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I will render by (the dative = loc.) 'neci (in)stans', an epithet 
of Indra as the habitual, steady slayer of the drouth-demon, 
Vritra. 

b) In the pair d.-&tha-s and dhg-stha-s ='qui saepissime 
dat' (both governing an accus.) we have locatives, or as Bartho- 
lomae would regard them, dative-locatives, of the root-nouns 
dd- and dhd-, with the ending of the type found in xap-at 'humi' 
attached to the verb-roots in the zero grade. These forms are 
not otherwise attested in RV., and in the later language the type 
is j-i- (see Whitney, Gr.2, ? 351). 

c) As examples of unmistakable guna in the root part, I 
cite cezi-.tha-s " am hellsten gliinzend ", codi-.thas "aufs st-irkste 
anfeuernd ", vgdi-qthas " am besten verschaffend ", ofci-stha-s and 

~dbhi-.tha-s ' splendidissimus '. 
i8. These root-nouns in the locative, what are they? We are 

apt to call them infinitives, and because in the complexes with 
-zyans- and -stha-s they govern the accusative it is well to do so. 
As fortune would have it, a test for the infinitive value is found in 
pdrsi-stha-s "am besten herausfiihrend, rettend (vom Aorist- 

stamme) ", for pdrsi- seems transparently one of the infin.-impv. 
formations in -si discussed by Bartholomae in IF. 2, 271 sq.; 
276. That pdrqi-1 is a guna form, like those mentioned, seems 
assured by the Av. infin. darasoi 'visum', when confronted with 
Skr. dr-f-9- (cf. Bartholomae, Gr. Ir. Phil. I, ? 258). 

19. We have here to reckon with the fact that the Sanskrit root- 
nouns which we are prone to think generally accented the ending 
of all the weak cases did not always do so,' noting especially the 
two infinitival nouns badhe and vahe, and the pair js-i ':je (cf. 

1Accident has not preserved Skr. *naksi ' necare' as it has preserved ndksi 
'nancisci', but the derivation of Lat. noxius from *noksi +y-o-s = necare iens 
seems entirely convincing. For the unusual d- vocalism cf. b/u6p,at//aytspat. 
Lat. anxius is of similar composition. would also explain Lat. parsimonia 
as ' in-parcendo-manentia', caeri- monia as ' in colendo manentia ',parc-si- and 

quae-si- being good aor. infin.-impvs. in -si-.-We entirely conform also to 
Roman social usage when we render matri-monium by 'apud matrem 
<mariti> manentia'. Of clear analysis also is querimoniam ' in querendo man- 
entia'. In acrimonia, aegrimonia, etc., -monia may convey the note of a lasting 
condition. I take this occasion also to announce the conjecture that oep6- 
tievof, however unclear 0epo- may be as a "part of speech", means "tragen- 
bleibend", and Lat. stamen = "stehen-bleibend". [? -monium = abode 
estate.] 

2See Macdonnell's Vedic Gram., ? 584; Whitney,2 ?390; Bartholomae in 
IF, I, 498, fn. 3; Gr. Ir. Phil. I, ? 219, I, a; 2. 
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Av. darasi : Skr. dr-f-a). In Latin nec-s and, with deflected 
vocalism, Greek Forr-s, we have further exhibits of the guna stage. 

20. I take for my next example e) vahi-stha-s " am besten 
fiihrend", to exhibit the vriddhi stage of the root, such as we 
find, with deflected vocalism, in the Latin root-noun voc-s 'voice', 
cf. Av. nasda (loc. plur.) ' necibus '. 

21. The weakest grade is attested in f) n~di-(sthas), from 
na-sd-i, a compound noun in which na- is a preposition meaning 
something like 'auf' (: O. Bulg. na 'an, auf')+ a noun -sdi, 
weakest grade of -sed- 'sedes', in the locative. Thus na-sd- 
means something like 'an-sitz' or 'by-seat', and the complex 
means 'prope sedem stans'. Morphologically, na-zd-i is 
entirely comparable with Av. upabdi (cf. Bartholomae, Wtbch., 
p. 390). Of equally transparent composition as n9di-stha-s, and 
semantically clearer, is Homeric ayXt-arov 'prope-stans'. The 
locative value of v,L-- in VnoL-rTor (post Homeric)=' in excelso 
stans' is indubitable. 

22. From the complexes in which noun locatives like *nasdi- 
and locative adverbs, like a'yxt and V+L figured, we see how the 
approach to purely adjective function was prepared, but when in 
Tand. Br. vdhi-stha-s "am besten fahrend " is combined with 
iafistha-s 'celerrimus' we realize the conditions under which a 
productive confix -i-sthas, and that with incorrect analysis, was 
transferred, without due regard for the phonetics of word-joining, 
to a stem df?i- C' KV. . But see ? 6I, fn. I1. 

23. Here I digress to present a brief statistic suggested by the 
question as to the formal relation between V+os (-es stem) and 
Gvt, a locatival adverb. I can hardly think that v/, is a (pre- 
Greek) haplology for 4[EVr]L, but the relation between V'ors and 
Vi'to-ror (? cf. splendor to splendi-dus ' splendorem reddens '-one 
of a large number of similar pairs-in which splendi- looks like a 
stem, or a neuter accusative) has an astonishing number of 
parallels in the early Sanskrit formations. Excluding the three 
forms de-stha-s, dhg-stha-s and yg-stha-s (as to which see ? 17), 
Delbrueck's list of comparatives and superlatives from indubi- 
table verb-roots embraces 38 roots, from 21 of which nouns like 
tdras- or adjectives like lards- (some in composition only) are 

1 The rule of the Greek grammars that adjectives in -p6b make their superla- 
tives in -Ctrog, cf. Homeric KI6iaroc: Kvdp6f, might be turned in favor of the 
composition theory, for Kidt- is the legitimate composition form for Kvdp6g, cf. 
cvdt--avetpa (see Brugmann, Gr.2 II, I, ? 37). But see ? 23. 
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also found, and 6 have root-nouns or adjectives (cf. Vedic tir-).' 
This may be a mere coincidence, but it may also mean that the 
formal relation of vf,os: v, [cf. Fero: 7rep-vac-, Skr.par-ut-which, 
though merely lexical, is of great antiquity; also 'y-KVril in cute': 

KVros2] is actually repeated in dvas- 'favor': dvi-sthas 'favere 
instans'-which amounts to saying that the monosyllabic root- 
nouns of the type of *av- (infinitival locative dvi-) gave way 
before the type of avas- (datival infinitive *avas-e). 

24. Outside of Sanskrit (and the Iranian group), the superla- 
tive most transparent for its root derivation is Gr. qepl7-Tos ( opti- 
mus': Av. bairi-jsa- 'qui optime servat'. Hirt (Gram. ? 353, e) 
defines (qpSaror by " der am meisten tragt", and I judge that he 
has been brought to a better mind than when (after Bezzenberger, 
Bei., 2, I9I) he compared qeprepos with Lith. gras 'bonus' (PBB., 
23, 35I). One cannot heed the characteristic combination of (ep- 
TrpoS in Homer with some word meaning vi' (instrum.) without 

realizing its kinship with fbp0o, especially as used in the locution 

Epe&W Kal aye&v (cf. ,;,p thief'). The qfpTrepos was an ' obtainer', 
with moral qualities glimpsed through the halo of wealth (cf. 
optimus, and Jupiter optimus maxumus, unless Jupiter was opti- 
mus, tamquam 'opem-dividens', cf. rayinlama-s, ?3). Nor 
should the formation of 4;prepoS directly from a root-adjective 
d)p- occasion any real difficulty, for the formation varies in no 
essential particular from Vedic su-krttara-s 'beneficentior', cf. 

ralna-dhatama-s, vrlra-hdntama-s. In the Avesta, bairi-sta- is 
the 'up-bearer, supporter' or, in approximately exact etymo- 
logical rendering, 'ferre instans'. 

24 a. In Latin, lanista 'chief-gladiator, trainer of gladiators' 
lends itself to analysis as lani-sa =' lanire instans; qui maxime 

lanit'. Here -sta seems to be a derivative of the type of -cola, 
unless it is a Latin equivalent of Skr. -sthd-s in compounds, cf. 
Lat. nauta: vavr7s. 

25. As transparent in make-up as the noun and adverb locative 

types presented by Skr. n~di-qtha-s and Gr. ayX,crLrov (see ? 2x) 

are OHG. furis/o " Fiirst, der Vorderster ", from *prri-stho- ' im 
vorne stehend' and OHG. gristo 'earliest', 0. Eng. drest 

1 An examination of the Avesta might reveal more, cf. hIn-/han- ' merens', 
though Sanskrit san- is lacking. 

2 The I of EkyKrt raises the question whether we have a locative from the 
stem KTr- with 1 (cf. the Greek deictic I and Gathic Av. pai6z: Skr.path), or 
have to start with the stem KVTL-. 
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lanit'. Here -sta seems to be a derivative of the type of -cola, 
unless it is a Latin equivalent of Skr. -sthd-s in compounds, cf. 
Lat. nauta: vavr7s. 

25. As transparent in make-up as the noun and adverb locative 

types presented by Skr. n~di-qtha-s and Gr. ayX,crLrov (see ? 2x) 

are OHG. furis/o " Fiirst, der Vorderster ", from *prri-stho- ' im 
vorne stehend' and OHG. gristo 'earliest', 0. Eng. drest 

1 An examination of the Avesta might reveal more, cf. hIn-/han- ' merens', 
though Sanskrit san- is lacking. 

2 The I of EkyKrt raises the question whether we have a locative from the 
stem KTr- with 1 (cf. the Greek deictic I and Gathic Av. pai6z: Skr.path), or 
have to start with the stem KVTL-. 
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'primus', formally identical with Greek piatrop ' earliest' (? sc. 

quasi Eavo'v). The sense was not 'friih-essen' (-o0roY from aTO6: 

aeiL 'eats'), pace Brugmann, Gr. Gram.3, p. 252, 6, but merely 
'earliest' (?sc. time = 'morning'), as we easily realize from 
Germ. Mittag = dinner; Lat. vesper =' supper' (cf. Sonnen- 
schein ad Rud. i8i). 

26. The superlatives with which we have just dealt, OHG. 
furisto and OE. c"rest are as much ordinals as they are superla- 
tives. For 'alter' or 'secundus' a superlative were out of place, 
but 0. Ir. tress and Osc. Irsius 'testes' warrant an Italo-Celtic-I 
think a proethnic-start form *tri-stho-s = '3-stander' (cf. Thur- 
neysen, Hdbch., ? 396, Brugmann, Gr.2 II, I, p. I45). But the 
problem of the ordinals can be best dealt with in connection with 
the other numerals, and to them I now turn. 

The Ten Digits. 

27. I suppose no one could approach his colleagues with a 
study of the ten digits without feeling apologetic, but it seems to 
me that I have gained a point of view for their analysis that 

justifies me in presenting the conclusions that I have reached. 
This I will try to present in all brevity. Brevity is the more 
attainable because of my being able to refer to Miss Stewart's 
very instructive collection of materials in BB., 30, 223 sq. 

28. Postulates, Corollaries, Exceptions: 
I) Our Indo-European ancestors told off the first ten numerals 

on their fingers. They counted the little finger of the left hand 
as i, on up to the left thumb for 5; the right thumb was 6, and so 
on to the little finger of the right hand for io. 

2) The names of the fingers preceded the names of the 
numbers. The numbers, strictly speaking, are digits. 

3) In telling off the digits the names were ordinals, originally, 
as well as, or rather than, cardinals,' like the numbers of prisoners, 
street numbers, etc., nowadays. And so soldiers and other groups 
of persons are told off, " count out ", till now. 

4) It follows that the ordinal 'sextus' may be as early as, or 
earlier than, the cardinal 'sex ', say. 

5) In the sing-song of telling off the digits, the word kwe ' and' 
was used. It has become firmly attached; e. g., in quinque ' 5 ', 

'It is the established doctrine of the modern theory of numbers that, in the 
development of the numeral concept, the ordinals preceded the cardinals. 
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as in Lat. sesqui- = ' Y and', and in recifirocus, adjectivized from 

*reque proque 'backwards and forwards', cf. susque deque 'up 
and down' (Eng. 'to and fro'), and absque (= quasi [' on] and- 
off'), which has survived, though separated from its mate. 
The prefixed que- of the word for 4 arose, to take Sanskrit as 
typical, by misdivision of trdyaf-catvdraF[ca],2 precisely what 
happened in Latin with the group IoVIS-VEDIovIs[VE], as I 
think (cf. Fay, Am. Jr. Phil., 24, 69.)3 

6) The name for I, and perhaps for 2, is not digital. 

Excursus on the Roman Notation. 

29. The Indo-European ancestors of the Romans certainly 
counted to a hundred, using words still preserved with little 
alteration by the Romans. They did not have alphabetic writing. 
They may have had ideographic numeral signs, and the Romans 
may have kept these ideograms intact. If the Roman numbers 
were of digital origin their ideograms may have been digital. 
One can hardly deny that i, ii, iii, iiii are digital pictographs. 
This being so plausible, it is hard to deny that V, especially in an 
early form like \,, makes not a bad pictograph for the left thumb 
as attached to the forefinger; and that this sign may be pre- 
alphabetic. In Oscan, sometimes, more often in Etruscan, 
sporadically in Latin even (see Gundermann, die Zahlzeichen, 
p. 28 seq.), the numeral V was written A. By the combination 
of the two we get X = V over A. 

30. This explanation of V seems to me confirmed by other 
pictographs. As in V the left stroke in fact represents 4 fingers, so 
in Hieratic Egyptian IIII (4) has an alternative sign -(cf. 7, i. e. 
- + I, = 5). In Syrian, the sign P4 = 2, and may represent the 

elongated left forefinger and thumb, while in Palmyrene the same 
sign, only right handed, q, stands for 5. But both these numeral 
systems have the V-sign for 5, only in the position>. In 
Karosthi, where the numbers I-3 are identical with the same 
numbers in Roman notation, the numeral 4 varies between IIII 
and X, where the X looks like a combination of two pictographs 

1 Precisely similar is Av. acaparaca " her und fort". 
2 Cf. the word ampersand which arose from the repetition of the alphabet in 

the " old field " schools of the Southern states. After Z came & and the reci- 
tation ran " zed and-per-se-and ". 

3 Note how in calling game scores we say " four and [four"]. 
4All these symbols are taken from Gundermann, 1. c., pp. 9, I8-19. 
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(one inverted), for forefinger and thumb (cf. Syrian p and Palmy- 
rene y = 2), and Nabatean X = 4. Syrian 7 = IO looks like 
an inverted pictograph of thumb and forefinger (? to indicate the 
2d 5), cf. Arabic 7. 

Names of the fingers. 

31. We will gain nothing for our purpose by rehearsing the 
obvious names for the fingers in the Latin (but cf. auricularis = 
little finger), Greek and early Germanic languages, but Greek 
Xxavdrs 'the licker', used for the (right) forefinger, shows the sort 
of names we should like to find. In Sanskrit, larjani 'minans' 

(? or possibly 'tergens') and praderini 'fore-pointing' are names 
of the 'index' (sc. digitus). Descriptive names like XiXavo', 

tarjanz, index may be chronologically anterior to general names 
like digitus, that is to say, index may be semantically older than 
&8K-Tr\Xos1 (both contain dak- 'pointing' from the root de(y)k-, 
preserved in aL&a[K]-co-e ' monet', etLKvWL' monstrat', Lat. dzgnus 

'digito monstratus ).2 
32. The Sanskrit name for the ring-finger is dndmikd, under- 

stood as the 'nameless', and 'nameless' is said to be a common 
name in languages of a different stock for the ring-finger. It is 
curious that d-ndmikd lends itself to interpretation as 'inflexible' 

(: Skr. ndmate 'bows'), or as 'non-rapiens' (: Germ. nimmt 

'rapit ,).3 

33. Two of the fingers had Sanskrit names in -sthas. On the 
face of it, one is a superlative, kanisthd, kanisthika 'little (finger'), 

1 The following curious nursery rhyme may be cited, apropos of the AdKcrvLXo 

'Idaiot, priests of Cybele, who were perhaps not different from the Corybantes: 
" Dance, merry men, dance (bis), I Dance ye merry men, every one, I Thumb- 
kin he can dance alone, j Dance, merry men, dance "-repeated in subsequent 
stanzas with the substitution for Thumbkin of Foreman, Middleman, Ring- 
man, Littleman. Cf. Sk. ddfa yu-vatdyas ' Io maids' = fingers. 

Cf. Homeric apt-6eiKErog and, in Aeschylus, daKrv266eKTrof. 
3 It can hardly be doubted that Latin nomen is cognate with numerus, both 

from the root nem-/enem-. The name was doubtless often won, as knights 
once won their spurs. As in the case of Torquatus, the nomen was a recom- 
pense, honoris causa meritum. So the Indian braves of this continent often 
acquired their names. We certainly feel, even now, that the name is one of 
our most intimate belongings. Things, places, persons still "take their names" 
(cf. Lat. nuncupat) from deeds and events. Cf. the following: All children 
have nicknames, and we had ours. We got one apiece early, and they stuck 
to us; but Joan was rich in this matter, for as time went on she earned a 
second, and then a third, and so on, and we gave them to her (Mark Twain's 
Toan of Arc, Ch. iv). 
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but what is angusth6-s 'thumb'? It may be from an-: ' or 
dvd 'auf' + -gu-: Av. gav- ' hand' [: 'gav- 'verschaffen'? '] 
+ -stha-s = 'in-manu-stans'. Thus afngu-li-s 'finger' has, in the 
suffix -li-, rather a confix, cognate with li-nas 'anschmiegend, 
anliegend, geduckt'. In view of ey-yv-s which Liddell and Scott 
quite unconsciously render by ' at hand', why refuse to interpret 
Skr. aigu- by ' on (the) hand' ? [Cf. ueaacr-yvs' mid-(hand)' ]. 

The numeral 2-2d = left ring-finger. (?) 
34. If duo is really a digit, it has sprung from the name of the 

left ring-finger. In view of the weakness of that finger &vw : :vr 2 

'miseria' is a tenable derivation, or the name may be ironical 
(= euphemistic) and cognate with vvaraL 'potest'. In that case 
/6i, Skr. dv-is- 'odisse', Lat. bellum, etc., are secondary develop- 
ments from du- ' 2'. 

The numeral 3-3d = left middle finger. 
35. The forms tri-s (thrice), treyes '3', tri-stho-s 3d are all 

proethnic, though the last is extant only in the Italo-Celtic branch. 
The digit name hardly started as tri-s; i. e., Reibe-finger (tri-s: 
Latin tri-tus' rubbed '). In any sort of amateur massage, it is the 
middle finger that rubs (?scratches) most, and which, by the 
natural configuration of the hand, must rub most. But, as I 
rather think, the midfinger was named from its projecting. Thus 
tri- ' tip' will belong to the root of rlp-Opov 'tip' (='point' of a 
'borer': terebra 'auger'3), Eng. thrum (end of a piece of flax), 
from a base tr-amo-. The plural treyes '3' replaced tri-s 'tip', 
which then began to do the work of a multiplicative, 'thrice'. 
The form tri-sthos (or tris[s]thos ?) meant 'tip-stander', and may 
have been the only name of the finger, possibly = tr-i- (loc.) 
' on-tip' + -sthos, see ? 43, on sextus: sex. When we bring *tri- 
sthos 'tip-finger' into connection with Skr. agigusthas 'thumb' 
(see ?33), the question arises whether -stho-s did not actually 

1 Was this the root of 5gav- 'cow' as th 'provider'? Cf. the wishing cow 
in Indic folk-lore. 

I Here perhaps 6i-arG)voc ' miser', Skr. dd--sthis ' Verderbniss '. 
3 The sense of rubbing (pace Walde, Wtbch., s. v. termen) arose when the 

auger of the proethnic man was relatively blunt. The root ter- specifically 
described the fire-drilling process, where "drilling" and ' rubbing" are 
convertible terms. The sense of' penetrate ' (vb. of motion) is illustrated by 
Fr. percer (: pertundit). 
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connote 'finger'. Then Skr. kanistha 'little finger', compared 
with 0. Bulg. is-koni 'ab initio, kon1ci 'ende' (further cognates in 

Fick-Stokes, Wtbch. II4, p. 76-77), invites definition as 'end- 
stander'. I recall the upright or standing position of the fingers 
when one is telling them off, but 'finger' was at most only a 
connotation of -slho-s. Note Germ. stand/siinder ' Fusz der 
Auerhahnen und Reiher'. 

The wordfor 4-41th = 'fore-finger'. 
36. Of the fingers, the fore-finger is notable for its activity 

and mobility, and if kwe]-iwbor- /-tur- was the name of the fore- 

finger, we can hardly deny the cognation of Skr. catva'r-as '4' 
with caturas 'celer, sollers' (cf. cdturya-m 'sollertia' and, in 

Epic, 'venustas')', even though numeral words-in this case 

complicated by retention of inorganic kwe- (see ? 28, 5)-tend to 
lose all but their numeral significance (see Pott, Etym. Forsch. 
I, 63). The definition of 'potens' for -twor-/ -tur- is also justi- 
fied by Skr. turi-s ' potentia, victoria ', rvpavvor ' potentate '. 

37. When the count moves to the right hand, the fore-finger 
is told off as 7-7th. It seems more than a little curious, then, to 
observe that turamhga-s ' equus ' (= celer) is also a name for the 

figure 7 (? " wegen der sieben Pferde des Sonnengottes "). 
38. In view of anguzlis 'finger; mentula'2 (Bbhtlingk und 

Roth, compare 8aKTvUXo; cf. Latin digitus impudicus, infamis); 
and in view of Skr. turz 'weaver's brush, shuttle' (cf. KCpKiS 

'shuttle, peg': K pKosc 'tail; mentula'), Vedic turipa 'mentulae 

aqua' (sit venia verbis) constitutes an attest of tur- 'digitus'. 
Here note the glosses verpus: ap!Xoos Kal 6 coE -( &aKTVXor 7qs xepov, 

and veretrum (= mentula) : quasi numen ignis quae <cf. verpa> 

1 If we will recall that the fullest form of the root of stare is sth'iw we may 
derive the suffixes tdti and iuzti as found in Latin termpes[s]tds/tempests7s from 
compounds in which -stdti-s -stutis meant 'state, condition', cf. uber[s]tas, 
e. g. =' full state, condition' (on r[s]t, see ? 39). So Skr. su-sthdu-s ' good' 
may first have meant 'gutstehend', and jtvr-airvi (abstract) 'cum muliere 
stans'-unless IMv7--arevet means 'mulierem laudans'. So zvi-aTri (abstr.) 
would mean 'cum mente stans'. Thus, the -ti- and tu abstracts may also 
have got their start from -es- stems (i. e. -es-[s]ti-, etc.), cf. the -esti- and -estu- 
stems as treated by Brugmann, Gr. II. I, p. 439, 6, and ? 334. Then we shall 
have to suppose that Lith. augestis ' growth' (cf. Lat. augustus 'grown') and 
Latin tempestas ubertas testify to the predominance in the parent speech of 
es and er stems in these compounds. 

2Cf. Lat. inguen(?), and the auKov-ficus gesture (see Sittl, Die Gebarden, 
p. I02). 
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colebatur in urbe Romae. I can but derive from these the 
identification of finger, phallus and the fire-drill,-which may 
make us wonder if the phallic worship was a fire worship, too, 
and if the urit- metaphor of the Roman amorists was suggested 
by the fire-drill (cf. Lexical Skr. usa-s 'amator': us.d 'ustio').1 

39. In Skr. catur-thd-s '4th ', we have the continuation of a 
startform *kwe tur-sthds, and in Greek rerapror, Lith. ketvzrtas, 
the continuation of *kwe twer-slhos,' in both of which, probably 
before the break-up of the parent speech, rsth had yielded -rt(h)-. 
Against this loss of s no a priori objection should hold (cf. 
Osthoft's discussion of 7rap[ac]radEr in IF. 8, 9, sq., and 0. Ir. 
tar[s]lo-, ap. Thurneysen, Hdbch., ? 178). From the startforms 
kwetwer[s]thos3 and ksweks[s]hos 'sextus', the suffix -t(h)os was 
abstracted, cf. Skr. paica-tha-s: Lat. quin(c)tus, 7rf47rroT. From 
the ordinals in -sthos (pre-Iranian -stas), in [-s]thos (pre-Iranian 
-8as), and the ordinals in -immos (see ? 2) it came about that Indo- 
Iranian *pratama-s acquired an alternate form *pralhama-s. On 
Skr. turvya- '4th' see ? 63. 

The wordfor s-th =' thumb' or ' hand'. 

40. a) Startform pen[kw]kuwe, assimilated from *peng + kwe. 
The root-word *peng (cf. Skr. yn'j- 'comes' and see Brugmann, 
Gr.2 II. I, ? 86) may mean' pangens ' (= either thumb or hand4 as 

1 These glosses seem to me to clear up the difficulties as to verpa/verpus. 
The verpus was a phallic emblem, praeputio retracto, whence Catullus (who 
may have taken a cue from 4a2rf, one of the Priapids) makes a Verpus to 
balance a Mentula (reading 47, 4 Verpus praeposuit, Priapus ille). Etymo- 
logically, verpus will belong to 6p-traf (? rra- : 7rdccaaXof 'peg') ' goad, sapling', 
at least until a dialect form disproves the assumed F. 

2 For Lat. quartus the startform was kw[t]wer[s]thos, cf. rerp--sovra: quad- 
rd-ginia-, so that the ar of quartus, from an original long r- vowel, furnished 
the a in the whole quattuor group. 

3 With unoriginal -sthos-, picked up from tri-stho-s and ksweks-[s]thos 
(see ?41). 

4 have long felt that Lat.pro-pinquos meant' vor(der) Hand' (cf. -y-yvr-, ? 33). 
and furnished the model for longinquus (-inquos not = -awro, see Fay, Am, 

Jr. Phil. 28, 413), whence prope (with e shortened by the iambic law) propior, 
modelled on longe longior. The superlative, proximus, had earlier replaced 
lost *nexinmus: Osc. nessimas 'proximae' whose root was njk- 'iungere', 
attested by German nah 'juxta'. The nearest relations to Osc. nessimas are 
Lat. necessitas necessitudo =' connexion(s); kindred', mihi necesse est = ' con- 

stringor' (cf. Fay, TAPA 37, 9 sq.). A parallel root, nedh-, in Latin nodus 
' knot': O. Ir. nessam 'proximus'. 
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the 'grasper'), but has the vowel color of Lat. pegiz, Gothic 
ga-fehaba (cf. Brugmann, Gr.2 I, 504, c). b) But if an adjective, 
peing meant 'crassus' (cf. Eng. thumb1 for the sense), and 

belongs with Lat. pinguis2 (startform pngu-, cf. Skr. pinji-ld-m 
't6mentum', startform *pangu-lo-m), Skr. paj-rd-s (startform 
pn-rd-s) 'crassus', originally 'compactus'. c). Or the start- 
form was s)pen-kwe 'spinner' (: Goth. spinnan.)3 

The numeral 6-61h = right thumb. 

41. The complicated startform seems to have been ksweks- 
[s]tho-s,4 subsequently ksweks, and of these the longer form lends 
itself to a curiously minute analysis, viz.: ksw- = Gr. 45-v, 

0. Bulg. sz- 'co-'; eks = -t, Lat. ex 'out'; -sthos = stans, the 
whole = co-ex-stans. Could invention have produced a better 
designation for the second thumb as told off in an enumeration? 
The identification of Skr. angusthds in its first part with iyy/v-s 'at 
hand' (see ? 33) lets us even suppose that the pair engu-sthos and 
ksweks[s]thos existed proethnically as names for the thumbs. 

42. Absolutely the only phonetic difficulty with this analysis 
lies in the fact that eghs-sthos/eks-[s]thos,5 instead of eks-[s]thos, 
seems to exhibit the proper guttural for the base of Lokr. e x 0 6 s, 
Homeric EKTr' (? with aspiration lost in eKro0-E), which are morpho- 
logically frozen nominatives of the adversus type. But assimila- 
tion of the second to the first ks- in ksweks[s]tho-s is no violent 
assumption, cf. Skr. a$. Cognate with eks-[s]thos 'extans' is 

1 The native explanation of pollex: polleo <with suffix from index> is to be 

given up because of 0. Bulg. pa-lZc. I explain pollex as por + lic-s (: ZeKpoi/ 
?tLKpOi 'tines') = 'fore-prong'. Then pa-lztc will be a compound, too, cf. 
O. Pruss. pa-gaptis ' Bratspiess', Lith. pa-zasts ' achselh6hle'. Further cog- 
nates, when we reckon with the use of the finger in trading and bidding (cf. 
Lat. liceri digito), in pollicetur and (mihi) licet. 

2 note the curious Latin gloss pinguis' uliginosus', i. e., 'sticky ' (?: Skr. 
panka-s ' uligo '). 

3 For the pollex as a ' spinner' see Catullus 64, 313 and Friedrich's note ad 
loc.; and cf. Grimm's tale of the Drei Spinnerinnen. The use of the pollex 
of both hands is shown in the picture reproduced in Schreiber's Atlas, pl. 
LXXV, no. 9. 

4 Note SEGar7g (if original, ='sechstel'): Lat. sextus, with the confix variation 
.sthd-s: -stho-s-, and cf. ? 24 a. The x- of Av. x'vas '6' may be inorganic. 

51 have written gh, following Wackernagel in KZ. 33, 40 (see also Prell- 
witz, s. v. e), whereas Brugmann (Gr. Gram.3, ? 79, 5; cf. Kvg,, ? 598, and 
Walde, s. v. ex) writes eAhz-dhos for the startform of iX06g. But only gh suits 
the comparison of Lat. hostis (see below) with 0. Bulg. gasfi. 
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Lat. hostis from e]ghos-sthis (see Fay, Mod. Lang. Notes, 22,39)- 
a startform that is raised above doubt by the proper explanation 
of exOpor 'inimicus', which is to be derived from egh[z]-tros: 
Lat. exterus (cf. also on terresris, ? I2). Keil long ago saw 

(Herm. 25, 6oi) that fxOpor was cognate with Lokr. xexos, and 
this cognation is not only "conceptually appealing ", but does 
not "go to wreck on xOop,at, fxiov, ExOtcro )" (pace Wacker- 

nagel, 1. c., p. 41). Of these, the two last are based on a loca- 
tival egh[z]dhi- 'extra' (cf. ?? 21-22), while ;xOolaL, as adr-exOdao- 
Aal shows, is a Oo-class verb (cf. Brugmann, Gr. Gram.3, ? 355 and 
4), unless we satisfy ourselves with an analogical explanation as 
follows: axOor 'labor, dolor': x0os' odium':: aXOoaas: gXOouai (cf. also 
atfos: aWw). [Cf. Cicero, N. D. 2, 58, canum odium in externos.] 

43. The form ksweks was of analogical origin. The previous 
number, pevgw-kwe, under the influence of ksweks[s]lhos, devel- 
oped a form pe?kw(e)[s]thos, in Skr. pa~ca-tha-s and Latin 
quinctus: rE;frrroV,-whence ksweks, shortened to the rhythmical 
balance of peng, which is to assume that the form peng was in 
existence, without the attached -kwe. The influence of 7th and 
xoth was also felt (see ? 54). 

The numeral 7-7th = rightfore-finger. 
44. The startform sept-m I define roughly as 'toucher', or 

perhaps as 'binder'. It is derived from a base rather nearly 
attested by g7rrE-rai 'tangit, tastet', less immediately by Lat. 
sapit 'tastes'. For a somewhat detailed study of the ultimate 
root sbp-/sdip- see Fay, Am. Jr. Phil. 27, 306-309.1 Perhaps 
sept-m, like Xsxav6o 'fore-finger' (from 'licking'), meant 'taster'. 

45. Allusion has been made already (? 38, fn.) to the use of a 
finger in obscene gesture, and any small street urchin to-day is 

apt to know a simple gesture, far less subtle than the aoKov- 
gesture of the Greeks, in which the fore-finger of the right 
hand, acting with the other hand, gesticulates more crudely 
what the Greeks managed with either thumb and the adjacent 
fingers. Actual obscene connotations of the root of 4-4th have 
already been pointed out. So I think that sep/t-m 7-7th may be 
admitted as a cognate of Latin sjopio' 2 mentula' (on which see 

Av. hap- (Bthl. Col. 1764) 'holds' attests an applicable development of 

meaning. 
2 With sopio cf. for the stem Skr. ni.ssapn- ' salax'; for the sense, the name 

of the Greek God-if he was Greek, IHpia7roq ( "Prae-Sopio"), with 
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Friedrich, ad Catull. 37, 9), cf. Skr. sdpa-s, same meaning, and 
orXov (also generalized to 'tool, implement'), and perhaps Lat. 

penis, etc., with a euphemistic inversion (? tabu) of sep- to pes-. 
One guesses that the primary sense may have been something like 
'borer'.' In Homer, rrXa are the weapons of offense, the bolt 
of Zeus (Batr.), but also the hammer-tongs-anvil of the smith. 
At A 483 caI ' .. erov = 'darted round'; and at H 316 da'li 8' rrov 
is what they did to the sacrificial ox after flaying it, and before 
dividing it up. What the modern butcher does, after getting 
the sides of his slaughtered ox flayed in such a way that the 
carcass appears to lie on a rug of its own skin, is to truss or 
gambrel the carcass, i. e. hoist it up on a gambrel or stiff rod that 
has been inserted under the ham-strings to hold the hindquarters 
apart, and the one verb 'to gambrel' does duty for both hoisting 
and trussing. So I conclude that api',-e7rov meant 'they gam- 
brelled' <and hung up by the two hind-quarters>. In the 
Celtic languages *sa[p]iros (cf. Fick-Stokes, Wtbch. II 4, p. 288) 
' artifex' is used of the joiner and stone-quarrier, and if one has 
ever observed any quarrying, he will know the use of wooden 
pegs in breaking off the stone. All of this justifies the more 
precise definition of the root sep- by 'to use pegs', cf. Lat. 
sepes ' stockade' (made of sticks or pegs).2 

46. After this demonstration of meaning for the root sep-, I 
think we may feel some confidence in defining 7-7th as peg- 
finger. But I would really start with sep-tmmos = peg-most, 
awl-most'-or 'dig-most', applied to the nail perhaps, which 

vocalism as in Lat. pro-sdpia 'progenies'-the "fruit of the loins", Skr. 
sapitvdm ' Gemeinschaft'. For the signification, cf. OHG.fasel 'progenies': 
MHG. visel' sopio'. 

1 The sex metaphor has never been lost to sight in giving names to all these 
tools [as well as to darts, swords, etc.], e. g., in ' male ' and 'female' screw- 
threads. 

21 present in very brief abstract the scheme of the article in Liddell and 
Scott, to exhibit the clarity brought into the definitions of a7rrTr by considering 
them in the light of peg-finger. I. I, Od. 2r, 408, pegs a string to a lyre; 
Od. 11, 228, pegged (= fastened on or with a peg) a noose to a beam; [2, to 
wrestle = clinch with], II a) seize with the hands (fingers = pegs) or teeth (cf. 
Eng. peg-tooth); b) strike with spears (= longer pegs); [2)generalizedin Attic 
= incipere;] 3) attack, cf. Aristoph. Lys. 365, aibat f6vov r-C daKTVI,o = pete 
(tange) solum digito; [4) general = touch, i. e. affect]; [5) grasp with the 
senses] ; 6) have intercourse with a woman (cf. sopio); [7) acquire]; B. I. 'to 
kindle a fire' <by use of the boring peg, that is>. 
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was more and more of a tool, the nearer we approach man before 
tools. For the sense of ' nail' cf. 06rrX'' Avv4 K7TjvovS, a'\XXOL ;rl 70ro8 

dvOprov1, 7r XX\7. On the analogical origin of sept-m see ? 54. 

The numeral 8-8th = right middlefinger. 
47. I assume ok-dw-oyos ='tip-2-goes' (cf. colloquial go = 

'time, turn' in playing a game) as the startform for Gr. oy8oosr, 
and the startform for OKT&r was *okd(w)ow, with the first w lost by 
dissimilation. The startform with surds, ok"to(w), resulted from a 

proethnic assimilation, in point of voicelessness, between gd and 
the pi of sept-mn. The inter-association of 6 and 7 needs no 
further attest than a reference to El. orT), Arm. ut (see Brug- 
mann, Gr.2 II, 2, ? I2). 

48. For ok- 'tip' cf. Umbr. oc-rem 'montem', Lat. medi-ocris 

'mid-height'. 
49. The Latin numeral octdvos is due to pravos (startform 

prwo-s = Skr. purva-s) which, lost in the sense of 'prior', has 
survived in the sense of 'froward'. It had beside it *prdmos, 
which survives in prdndium (out of pramom ediom). Note the 

corresponding pair primus and privus :prius. 

The numeral 9-9ph = right ringfinger. 
50. The startform newenos, whence Latin nonus, = 'nicht- 

gewinnend' (cf. on Skr. dndmikd, ? 32). The name was derived 
from the relative inflexibility and weakness of the finger in 

question. The startform newn-also }enwn, the result of allitera- 
tion with bkit(w)-is analogical with dekm 'io' (see 54). 

The numeral Io means ' end'. 

51. I follow Miss Stewart in treating the startform de-km(/)- as 
a compound, and essentially for its definition, '<zu> ende'. In 
de- I see the preposition found in Greek -ae 'zu', and phonet- 
ically the clearest survival of the root of -kin- is found in KepIad 
' pricket', a young deer named from his budding tines or horns. 
The right little finger, as the last of the series, was also a 'tip', an 

1 take this occasion to add to my explanation of av6powroc from avrpo+ 
Wtrog: Lat. sepe 'hedge, enclosure' (cf. Am. Jr. Phil. 27, 212), the following 
entry in Hesychius which sheds light on the vocalism of sepe, viz.: 6ir2ia0 . 
(lege 6-) AoKpoi roV r6rrovt E'v oil avveav3vovre7 aptOl,ovoi rad rp6para Kat ra 

3poaK'/zara; cf. praesJpe 'fold, pen'. The so-called Treasury of Atreus illus- 
trates the high development of cave-dwelling among the Greeks. 
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'end'. Gothic hindumists (cf. supremus 'topmost' and 'last') 
'hindmost' attests a " superlative" kem-tmmo-. 

52. Out of composition, note Skr. fdm- (indeclinable)= 
(summum) bonum (cf. reXos), comparing for the relation of mean- 
ing Xoi0-Bo 'ultimus', but X,ov ' melius' (res melior). Thus 
kem- seems to mean 'finis; summa pars; optima pars'. 

53. I suppose -km(t), with weak grade due to its post tonic 
position, to have been a verbal noun = quasi 'cessans' (' quod 
extat'), parallel with kmto-m 'cessatum, finitum', which was 
used for the then ultimate number kmto-m ' hundred'. It was 

o 

not vowel gradation, but the omission of the now useless de 'to', 
that produced *triya kdnt-a(-a) = 'three ends' (i. e. end fingers).1 

54. And now a brief indication of the levelling that took place 
in the startforms. The interplay of 7-7th, sept7mmus (sep-tmos> 
seb-dmos) ' dig-most', or rather 'bore-cutting', (cf. my analysis 
of Kepro,Aor as ' snip-cutting, shear-cutting' in Cl. Rev. 20, 65, which 
was prior to Prellwitz, Wtbch.2) with dekm 'zu-end(e)' (= Io) 
produced dekmmos' zu-ende-meist' and contrariwise sepftm. The 
same levelling in newnnos: n9wnz. Cf. also the clipping of 
ksweks(s)thos to ksweks on the analogy of peng (? 43). The 
O8KaroS type is earlier than the decimus type, having arisen by 
adjectivization of dekmt, which I suspect ought to be written 
dekemt (pace Baudouin de Courtenay, IF. 25, 77, sq.),2 to account 
for the samdhi loss of final /. By misdivision of dekem-to-s the 

Trpt-ro type arose. The type *(de)kem(t)-sthos seems also attested 

by *rp&aKarros whence, with assimilated vowel, rpiaKoa-rds. 

The Comparatives in -iyos-. 
55. As Skr. ydj-i-&tha-s meant 'sacrificare (in)stans', so 

yaj-ydan-s- meant 'sacrificare-iens', and nedyad'-s-, dayXov meant 
'in-sedem-iens' and 'prope-iens', cf. Lat. pri-(y)or ' prae- 
iens'. The comparative value may have originated in a word 
like prior, cf. superior 'super-iens', etc. The locatives, loca- 
tivals and infinitives stood before the comparative suffix in all the 

1 It is due to Miss Stewart to remark that her fn. 3 on p. 243 might be thus 

expanded, viz.: to interpret newndekm 9-io, as the clausula of the digital 
singsong 'nowontoend', i. e. new 'now', n (: ev) ' on', de 'to', km ' end' 

subsequently divided as nZwn dekm. 
2 So I have tacitly assumed (see ? 39) that there was enough consonancy left in 

r to produce -ert- from -erst-. 
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grades proper for such adverbials and locativals. The weakest 
of all forms of prior member is supplied by a word like Skr. 
pdnyas- 'mirabilior' wherein a suffixless infinitive pan- (cf. the 
noun locative ran 'in proelio', RV.) ' mirari', combined with 
-yas-, has developed the sense of 'coming <for others> to 
admire', i. e. 'coming to an admiring '. However, p4niyas- and 
pdnya- are equally frequent. So the stem s6nyas- 'senior' in its 
3 Rig-Veda uses is always contrasted with navya-' (not navyas-), 
which again seems to show the original indifference as between 
the suffixes yo- andyos- (yes). 

56. In Sanskrit purva- and purvyd- ' prior' there is no trace 
of a comparative suffix, properly speaking. I account for these 
words, so accounting for that fact, as follows: (I) by setting up an 
abverbial base 'prru- 3 ' im vorne' [cf. for the u Gr. rropef-es 
'pro-cedit, prae-cedit', Irpv-ravlTs 'prae-tendens' (= pro-poser, cf. 
Lat. consules referunt), Thess. 7rpoi-ros (Brugmann, Gr.2 II. 2, 
p. 52), Goth.frduja- ' herr'], adjectivized in Skr. ptirv-a-s by an 
o- suffix (cf. on Lat.pravos, ?49), but compounded inparv-yd-s 
'prior' with -yo-s ' iens '. 

57. With this interpretation of parv-yd-s as 'prae-iens', it will 
be profitable to recall that Streitberg (Urg. Gram., p. Io6) 
derives Goth. fr6uja from prou-ien- " Herr, eig. der Vordere, 
eine Komparativbildung". A comparative formation it is not, 
but it is a compound that, by virtue of its intrinsic meaning, 
became an ordinal, suitable for use in a dual comparison or 
contrast; and if we wish to justify the use of a word meaning 
'going' to indicate the ordinal relation, let us but cite from 

Macbeth, "stand not upon the order of your going". It 

happens, too, that the startform prow-yen- is amply vindicated in 

In Am. Jr. Phil. 15, 221, I illustrated the shift of voice in the infinitive as 
due merely to the indefiniteness of its subject. So in the last rendering, the 
noun 'admiring' gets its subject from the context. 

2 As noted above, apropos of OT7r6repos (? 7 fn.) I suppose that the seniores 
were a division of the population, the middle-aged, men of family and position, 
patriarchs, to whom the property of the tribe, as unto this day, chiefly 
belonged: cf. Skr. sdn-i-stha-s 'am meisten gewinnend'. This unites sdnyas- 
with the root san- 'to win', as Osthoff did (see ap. Walde, s. v. senex), but 
with a different semantic development. Nor did the Romans ever altogether 
confound senior with major natu. In Fr. sire, sieur, Ital. signor, ' senior' has 
retained a sense it doubtless never altogether lost. 

3? With u a deictic particle (cf. Brugmann, Gr.2 II. 2, ? I85, 2). 
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Greek, most clearly in the word 'YTrepfiv, an epithet of the sun as 
the' over-goer', a formation nearly related with Lat. superior. 

58. We now have before us the pair from which we most 
easily approach the analysis of the comparative confix. In 
i,repifv (cf 'AtUl1wv; "Au,qos) we have a combination of the loca- 
tival v7rept (cf. Skr. updri) 'supra, super' + a participial tyen-, or 
possibly -yen-, if we allow that proethnic locativals in -i- had the 
same anceps quantity as Avestan locatives. In superior we have 
the same s-uferi + a participial lyes- 'going', of the type of 
Skr. tards- 'speeding', qevSJr 'lying, a liar'. The interaction 
of the type represented in superior (-4yes-) and the type repre- 
sented in vrepiwv (-4yen-) resulted in the syncretic confix that we 
find in Sanskrit -_yda-s and, in reversed order, in Lith. (-y)es-n-i-. 

59. So the interaction of the -es- and -en- stems represented in 
Skr. by .bhvas- fikvas on the one hand, and by rbhvan- fikvan 
on the other (cf. also rbhti and rbhva-), is responsible for the 
neuter plurals in -aisi and, particularly in view of the fact that 
rbhvas- and Fikvas- (cf. also fikvd-) both mean 'gnarus, sciens, 
sollers', for the perf. ptc. active in -vans-, cf. ea,;v' : Wral, s. 

60. In the Gothic comparatives in -iz-an- we have the blend- 
ing of y-es- (so divided because y is the root-part and -es- the 
stem-part) and y-en- into yes-en- (cf. Lat. itineris)-subsequently 
reduced under accentual conditions to the weak grade -is-en. 

61. Morphologically, to use Sanskrit by way of illustrating 
the primitive conditions, rajati 'regit': rdjdn- 'regens, rex' 
justifies iyate: *iydn-, iyati: *iydn-; and 6ya-te 'it': dyas- 
(infin. dyas-e 'ire') justifies iyale: *zyas, zyati: *iyas-. Simi- 

larly, dhdti' facit': -dhas- quasi ' factio' justifies ydt ' it': *-yas- 
quasi 'itio'. In Avestan, though only -yas- not -iyas- seems 
attested for comparatives, we have the " suffix " -ayas- in the 
three words asy-ayd ' ocior ', tas-aya 'fortior, pinguior', irregu- 
lar for tqsya (superlative tan?i-sta-),2 masyaya LdvacO.3 

1 Note how, without any assumption of analogy (see ? 22), ocior may be 
explained as ok(u) -+ tyos- 'swift-going'. 

2 This irregular form tqsy-ayas- is a waif, morphologically precious, for it 
retains in the compv. the locative infinitive form found in ianti-'ta- (fanci- = 
'ad compactionem'): Skr. tandkti 'coagulates' (on 3y-/ci-, see Bthl., Gr. Ir. 
Phil. I, ? 7). 

3 Av. masy- from maki- has the vocalism of yacK-p6c, but is a locatival (see 
? 23) in -i- to an es- stem (cf. h,dcoc). Note Lat. maci-lentus and macits (' lean' 
from ' long'). 
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? 23) in -i- to an es- stem (cf. h,dcoc). Note Lat. maci-lentus and macits (' lean' 
from ' long'). 
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62. For the compounding of the stem- !yen-/-yen- with loca- 
tives, Homer furnishes some very clear examples. 

a) 1OvnTrTi ' in straight-flight-going' (of a lance), Oiritr (? -) 
being morphologically identical with the nedi- upabdi type (see 
? 21). 

b) KVXXo-7roaicO ' on lame-foot-going' (of Hermes). 
c) 'apiwv (later to emerge, but more archaic, 'Sapfco) = mdne- 

iens, from a locative o[w]s-rr-i (stem cognate with aurora, 
perhaps; more certainly with Skr. usrd-s 'manius' aVptov 
'morgen'; the o- vocalism justifiable by vcew ' urit'). Orion 
was the huntsman, starting forth at dawn (cf. Grattius, Cyn. 
I, 223), but also, as the lover of Aurora, the ' goer to dawn', the 

'Aurora-Begeher'.' On 'freppcov, see ? 57. 
d) In Latin, lanion- 'butcher' may be looked on as a quasi 

comparative to lanista (?24 a). The word, though late to 

appear, is legal, and its antiquity is proved by the derivative 
laniena ' butcher-shop' (Fay, AJP., 28, 4I5). 

e) The form arKop7riov emerges rather late in Greek as the name 
of the constellation, and may be due solely to the influence of 

'QpLv, 'YTrepfov, but its suffixal relation with aKopTrios reminds us of 
lanio: lanius. We may explain rKopvr-&- as a locative, cognate 
with Lat. corpus, Av. kahrp- (:a root sker-p-), and we may 
etymologically render cKop7rio0/vKoprwiov by' in corpore (= ventre) 
iens '. 

The Sanskrit ordinals in -zya-. 

63. After what was said of Skr. pirvyd-s 'prior' (? 56), the 
derivation of the -iya- of turya- '4th' from -zyo-' going' is a mere 

corollary. I take uriya-s, from its doubly reduced vocalism 
(kwtur in Av. a-xtalirim 'quater': tuirya-s 'quartus'), to be 

quite an early form in its origin. Perhaps [kw]tur-i- + -tyo- 
was combined at a time when it was felt to mean 'at <the telling 
offof> the fore-finger going'. But whether this analysis be too 
minute or not, I explain turtya-s as meaning 4-4th-goer, and as 
the source of *tri-tiya-s' tertius ', i. e. *iri-o-s ' 3d ', influenced by 

1 The following data, extracted from Kuentzle's article on Orion in Roscher's 
Lexikon, meet their explanation by popular etymology-" disease of lan- 

guage", in short. (I) For a brief period of the year the constellation Orion 
precedes the dawn-is thus the 'dawn-comer'. (2) Being blinded, Orion 
restored his sight by going to meet the sun-again a 'dawn-comer'. (3) 
Orion, the ' dawn-comer', is carried off by Hemera, the day. 
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the ending of kw]1uriyo-s.-The type of Quin[c]tus: may be 
later than of Quinctius (see ? 64). 

64. The word newyo-s 'new' is, like Skr. parvyd-s, a com- 
pound, and might have meant 'now-coming '-of a fresh arrival. 
Then it was not formed on ngwos, but may well be prior to it, as 
parvyd-s may be prior to purva-s (? 56). On the other hand, as 
we have in Sanskrit both of the confixes -ga- and -gama- from 
the root gam, so we may admit beside ne-wnnos 'nicht- 
winnend' a newo-, designating an unproductive member of the 
community, in opposition to the " seniores " (see ? 55, fn.). 

EDWIN W. FAY. 
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS. 

Addendum to p. 405, fn. 3: For the interpretation of 7rorap6f as a " superla- 
tive" cf. Aesch. Pers. 487: ZrepXEtLb apdet 7rreiov EVfev.EZ rorT(. 

Addendum to ? 5: Gr. ira2ai-repoS is formed directly on the adverb 7rdaat, 
as wrp6-repoS on rrp6, but yeaai-repof clearly admits of analysis as ' in-the-middle- 
faring', and Jeaai-rarTo as ' in-the-middle-stretched' (see on Wiv-raroT, ? 3). 
Homeric 7raalai-aroC and yeaat-r6ittof seem quite unlikely to have exerted any 
special analogical influence on these "comparatives ". Further note aXolai- 
repof 'at-leisure-faring', which contains in its prius a locatival of aXo;[ 
(: Lat. segnis, iaxavdwj and laXo/at * moror', cf. aXCe6v and see Fay, IF., 26, 37, 
fn. 3). Homeric yspai-rTpoc similarly contains in its prius a locatival to Skr. 
farn (stemjardy-, cf. jari-mdn-) ' senectus'. Forja;r, it is mere assumption 
to assert secondary development from jards-.-The corresponding adjectives 
in -aZof are compounds of locativals +-yo-s ' going', e. g. arxooaioc 'at-leisure- 
going' (cf. Missiggang). 
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